Santa Clara University is seeking interested Tenure Track candidates for

Assistant Professor in Electrical Engineering

(Focus on Digital Systems, Embedded Systems and Computer Architecture)

** Starting in Fall 2019 **

To learn more about this opportunity & to apply
https://jobs.scu.edu/postings/7428

To learn about SCU’s Department of Electrical Engineering
https://www.scu.edu/engineering/academic-programs/department-of-electrical-engineering/

Important Deadline
Application Closes on 11/1/2018

Please direct questions about this opportunity to:
Dr. Shoba Krishnan at skrishnan@scu.edu

Santa Clara University (www.scu.edu) is a comprehensive Jesuit, Catholic university located in California’s Silicon Valley, offering its 8,800 students rigorous undergraduate curricula in arts and sciences, business, and engineering, plus master’s, Ph.D., and law degrees.

Distinguished by the highest retention rate and ranked second among all master’s universities in the West by U.S. News and World Report, Santa Clara University is California’s oldest operating institution of higher-education. The University is focused on creating an academic community that educates citizens and leaders who will build a more just, humane, and sustainable world.

Santa Clara University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer, committed to excellence through diversity and inclusion